Introduction to Numerical and Categorical Data

Facilitated by the technological advances of the last decades, increasing amounts of complex temporal and multidimensional data are being collected from many different application fields such as business statistics, demographics, healthcare, biology, chemistry, energy, environment etc. A major challenge today is not to gather data, but to extract meaningful information and gain insights and knowledge from the data. Why is perception of multidimensional data a more difficult problem? An obvious answer is that we can barely perceive data values for two variables and as the amounts of gathered data and dimensions increases, the challenges become more complex and require innovative and interactive Visual Analytics tools.

A data set is defined as a collection of data items, where an item may, for instance, represent a country in a collection of statistical data. The characteristics of a data item are described by a collection of variables. A variable can be defined as a property, or a characteristic, of a data item that may vary from one item to another or over time. As an example below, the data items represent countries, the variables may represent various characteristics of the countries such as population size, percentage for various ageing groups or a category such as belong to a certain continent or a classified Human Development Index (HDI).

A multivariate data set is simply a data set including two or more variables. The items of a multivariate data set can be thought of as points in a multidimensional space where each dimension represents a variable. A standard format used for structuring multivariate data is to use an m-by-n matrix including m rows, usually representing data items, and n columns, usually representing variables. The table below displays a small example of a world data matrix where the first two columns represents the identification (ISO value and Name) and column C and beyond are data variables.

Data variables are here classified into two different types based on common classification taxonomy used in most visualization and data mining literature: numerical (quantitative) and categorical (qualitative). Categorical data can then be different names (Continent) or a classification that provide enough information to order the items (HDI Level).
The definition of variable types for a data set is important since various data types may require different visual analytic techniques since a single visualization technique is rarely appropriate for all types of data. Specifically, techniques used for numerical variables are often based on a numerical difference or similarity between data items. Categorical data on the other hand does not include any distance measure comparable to a numerical distance, and hence other visual analytical techniques may need to be used.

As a simple example based on a classic information visualization data set, the ranking of cars with “miles per gallon” may quite effectively be represented using our fish eye bar chart where the height of the bar represents the numerical variable consumption of gas, as displayed below. Using the same kind of representation for the categorical variable “Country” would, on the other hand, not be as useful since there does not exist any meaningful relationship between a country name and the height of a bar. However, we can use colour to show the similarity of two variables using colour for variable “Country”.

Figure: Classic car data set shown as bar chart for numerical variable “Miles per gallon” and coloured based on categorical variable Country.